Introducing Novello, an innovative and dynamic expression of material science that synchronizes the seat and back with every movement. Available in ivory cloud, fog grey or black with an optional upholstered back cushion. Designed exclusively for Global by Alessandro Piretti.
Arm and armless stools add to Novello’s versatility and application in transaction environments, video conferencing and business centers. The optional stool models offer elevated seat heights for those unique applications. Hard surface casters are available on all Novello models.
Introducing Novello, an innovative and dynamic expression of material science that synchronizes the seat and back with every movement. Available in Ivory Clouds, Fog or Black with an optional upholstered back cushion. Designed exclusively for Global by Alessandro Piretti.

Features
- Flexible shell back.
- Smooth synchronized movement on a concealed suspension system.
- Optional upholstered back.

Frame finishes
- Standard Black Polished aluminum with Black accent.
- Ivory Clouds Polished aluminum with Fog accent base.
- Polished aluminum with Ivory Clouds accent base.

Base options
- Black casters.
- Red casters.
- Black and red casters.
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